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Preface

It gives a sense of satisfaction to the authors to bring out this
nineteenth edition of the book written as per the revised syllabus for
S.Y. B.Sc. class laid down by the University of Mumbai which is in
force from June 2017. The primary interest of the authors has been to
present the subject-matter with simplicity and clarity. Facts and
concepts have been illustrated with a large number of solved problems.

According to the revised syllabus, use of S.I. Units has been made
throughout. The outstanding feature of this book is a brief note on
S.I. Units with their notations and their values which have been given
before the first chapter. Also the questions and problems given at the
end of each chapter will be most useful to the students to prepare for
their examinations. All changes have been made after the discussion in
workshop.

We also express our deep sense of gratitude to our publisher,
M/s. Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., for their untiring efforts and
co-operation in bringing out the book in time in such an elegant form.

Every effort has been made to avoid printing errors, though some
might have crept in inadvertently. Valuable suggestions and criticisms
for the improvement of the book from our colleagues who are teaching
this course will be highly appreciated.

AUTHORS
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Semester III Paper III

Unit I

Introduction to Analytical Chemistry
and Statistical Treatment of Analytical

Data-I

1.1 ROLE OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
1.1.1 Language of Analytical Chemistry
Important Terms and their Significance in Analytical Chemistry
Introduction

Analytical chemistry is the science of obtaining, processing, and
communicating information about the composition and structure of matter.
In other words, it is the art and science of determining what matter is and
how much of it exists.

It deals with identification, characterization and estimation of the
components of a sample. It provides answers to the basic question of what
is present and how much is present? Answers to these questions can be
raised for any field of investigation. It has succeeded in developing new
methods, in introducing a host of new techniques, meeting new demands
and solving different types of problems. It has diversified itself to such an
extent that now it embraces all the traditional branches of chemistry. Not
only has it succeeded in cutting across the traditional divisions of
chemistry but has also brought diverse fields like biophysics and
biochemistry under its belt. When asked to describe the scope of
analytical chemistry, one can say that it can be used to describe anything
and everything under the sun. Development of technology, introduction of
new methods, sophistication of the instrumentation and ever increasing
and continuous demands for solving problems have helped in its growth
and expansion. These demands extend from the estimation of air
pollutants at the ppb level, determination of impurities in a semiconductor
at the ppt level to the determination of the metal content of a wagon load
of an ore, not to mention the several thousands of routine quality control
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analyses carried out all over the world in different quality control
laboratories.
Analytical Chemistry and Chemical Analysis

To analytical chemist a very difficult problem is explaining to others
what analytical chemistry is and how it differs from chemical analysis.
Analytical chemistry is a science of chemical characterization and is
concerned with the methods used in chemical analysis, while chemical
analysis means identifying and measuring the chemical components of a
sample of a substance. In other words, it is concerned with qualitative and
quantitative composition of matter. For example, whether a sample of salt
contains iodine requires a qualitative analysis, measuring the percent by
weight of any iodine in the sample requires a quantitative analysis.
Analytical chemistry helps to develope experimental methods of
measurement to obtain information, about the qualitative and quantitative
composition of matter.

An analytical chemist should posses an extensive knowledge and
understanding of fundamental principles underlying the methods of
chemical and instrumental analysis. He can apply these principles to
modify or enhance the existing methods of analysis when required, to
device new methods and adopt developed instrumentation to analytical
purpose. If required he can device and modify instrumentation suited to
the ends of qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Objectives of Analytical Chemistry

Analytical chemistry and its principles work by following certain
objectives like:

1. Fundamental knowledge of the principles underlying the
techniques of quantitative analysis.

2. Conduct research in various aspects of subjects.
3. Identification of a substance, its structure elucidation and

quantitative analysis of its components.
4. Achieve high degree of sophistication to detect and determine

impurities of the order of ppb/ppt.
5. Develope method of analysis for a component.
6. To minimize production and device techniques to eliminate

environmentally harmful substances.
Terms Involved in Analytical Chemistry
Accuracy

Accuracy is the agreement between number of observations and true
value. It is a measure of how closely the result of an experiment agrees
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with the expected result. The difference between the obtained result and
the expected result is usually divided by the expected result and reported
as a percent relative error.

% Error = [(obtained result – expected result) × 100]/expected result
Precision

Precision is agreement between number of observation themselves
between the set of observations. It can be expressed by a number of
figures of merit such as standard deviation, relative average deviation,
range, variance, coefficient of variation.
Reproducibility

Reproducibility expresses the precision between laboratories,
collaborative studies usually applied to standardise the methodology. This
is one of the figures of merit for expression of precision.
Selectivity

Selectivity of a method is defined as the degree to which the method
is free from interference present in the matrix.

Selectivity coefficient is defined as the ratio of the two calibration
sensitivities. The value of the selectivity may vary from zero to one. A
value of zero will indicate no interference from the component.
Sensitivity

Sensitivity of an analytical method is a measure of the ability of the
method to discriminate between two small concentration differences in
the analyte. The sensitivity is measured in terms of the slope of the
calibration cure. One has to take into account the reproducibility of the
method as well. In short, analytical sensitivity of a method, defined for a
given concentration, is the slope of the calibration curve at that
concentration.
Limit of Detection (LOD)

It is defined as the minimum amount or the concentration of an
component that can be detected with a given degree of confidence. This
depends on the ratio of the analytical signal to the standard deviation
obtained for the blank. The limit of detection is obtained by first
calculating the minimum analytical signal. The minimum analytical signal
will be

Sm = Sb + 3S
Sb = mean blank signal
S = standard deviation produced by the blank
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Limit of Quantification
The minimum amount of concentration that can be estimated with a

given degree of confidence is termed as LOQ. The amount or
concentration of a component that produces an analytical signal which is
in magnitude ten times the standard deviation obtained for the blank is
defined as the lower limit of quantification.
1.1.2 Purpose of Chemical Analysis
Analysis Based (i) On the Nature of Information Required:
(Proximate, Partial, Trace, Complete Analysis) and (ii) On the Size of
the Sample Used (Macro, Semi-micro and Micro Analysis)

Chemical analysis provides information about the sample. Analysis
in general could be classified based on two types;

1. Nature of information required
2. Size of sample material
Based on information that could be obtained, the analysis done could

be either proximate analysis, partial analysis, trace analysis or complete
analysis.
Proximate Analysis

It involves determination of the elemental composition of the sample,
irrespective of the chemical form in which the elements may be present.
This analysis is particularly important to understand whether the product
is really usable and of commercial value before putting to actual use.

For example, Coal is an abundant natural resource that can be used
as a source of energy. The chemical analysis of coal includes both
Proximate and Ultimate analysis. Proximate analysis of coal examines the
chemical composition of a coal sample. The proximity analysis
parameters are:

1. Moisture,
2. Volatile compounds,
3. Ash content
4. Fixed carbon.
The results of the above analysis are used to ascertain “Rank” of

coals as the above parameters will indicate the Heating value of the coal.
If the sample fails to reach a certain minimum rank with respect to its use,
it is rejected outright.
Partial Analysis

In partial analysis only one component of the sample is determined.
This is an observation done either briefly or less thoroughly than a
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complete analysis. The aim here is to determine the amount of limited
number of components without regards to total composition of the
material.

For example, in case of geological and metallurgical analysis, having
an onsite determination of metal content to confirm its presence and an
approximate estimation of the quantity is essential.
Trace Analysis

Trace analysis is specialized form of partial analysis. It is used to
detect and/or quantify trace (very small amounts) of substances. This term
is widely related to analysis of impurities in the given sample.

This analysis falls into a larger group of analytical chemistry
designed to quantify any small amounts of material, whether that is trace
analysis in environmental testing, impurities in manufactured product, and
cleaning verification of industrial equipment.

For example, testing of residual solvent in the pharmaceutical tablets.
Complete Analysis

Complete analysis refers to one in which detailed information
regarding the sample is determined. This report should conclude and
corroborate with the data of the all above analysis.

Based on the size of sample used, types of analysis are classified as
macro analysis, semi-micro analysis and micro analysis.

Macro analysis refers to the analysis in which the size of sample is
more than 100 mg (0.1 g) or more than 100 µL (0.1 mL)

Semi-micro analysis is one in which the sample size is between 10
mg -100 mg (0.010 – 0.100 g) or volume between 50 – 100 µL (0.05 - 0.1
mL)

Micro analysis refers to sample size of 1 – 10 mg (0.001 – 0.010 g)
or volumes less than 50 µL (0.05 mL). Special apparatus are required
while performing micro analysis such as micro-pipettes, micro burette, etc.
the principle and practice of micro analysis is entirely different than
regular macro analysis technique. The determination is based on the
different crystal structures formed by analyte with various reagents.
Microscope thus becomes an important apparatus for observation of these
crystals.
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1.1.3 Classical and Non-Classical Methods of Analysis; Their
Types and Importance.

Methods of Chemical Analysis
Analytical chemistry performs study by using both classical and non-

classical methods to separate, identify, and quantify matter. In practice
separation, identification or quantification may constitute the entire
analysis or be combined with another method. Separation isolates analytes,
qualitative analysis identifies analytes, while quantitative analysis
determines the numerical amount or concentration.

Classical methods can be carried out in any routine laboratory. They
may not need highly sophisticated instruments. Simple apparatus and
analytical balance is sufficient for this. They are less accurate and less
sensitive. They can provide rough outline about the components in
qualitative or quantitative way. They are less expensive. They are
laborious and time consuming, hence speed of analysis is less.
Applicability of this method is limited.
Advantages of Classical Methods

1. Simple procedures
2. Cheaper equipment
3. No specialized training required
Classical method can be divided into gravimetric and volumetric

analysis.
In gravimetric analysis, ion under estimation is converted into

precipitate of known composition. The precipitate after digestion can be
dried or ignited and weighed. From the weight of precipitate, the quantity
of ion under estimation can be determined. Gravimetric analysis can be
further sub-divided into direct and indirect gravimetric analysis.

In direct gravimetric analysis, a sparingly soluble salt is precipitated
from the solution by using reagent followed by digestion, drying or
ignition and weighing. For example, precipitation of Ba+2 as BaSO4 by
using dilute sulphuric acid.

In indirect gravimetric analysis, loss of mass of the sample takes
place due to chemical reaction of the one of the component. This loss in
mass, can be quantitatively related with the component responsible for the
loss. For example, when a mixture of ammonium chloride and barium
sulphate is heated, ammonium chloride is completely vaporised and lost.

In volumetric method, measurement of volume of a gas during the
chemical reaction is quantitatively correlated. The titrimetric method
involves measurements of volumes of reacting substances. The weight of
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desired constitute is indirectly obtained by measuring the known volume
of solution of known concentration required to react quantitatively with a
known volume of the solution containing the unknown weight of desired
constitute. This is done by a process of titration which is known as
titrimetric analysis.

Depending on nature of reactions involved in titrimetric analysis, it
is classified into following categories:

1. Acid-base titration (Neutralization titration): In this titration
H+ of acid reacts with OH– of the base to form salt and water. In
this titration, sharp change in pH is noted at the equivalence point.
Weak organic acids or weak organic bases can be used as
indicators for such titration systems. For example,
phenolphthalein indicator used in titration of NaOH against HCl
titration.

2. Precipitation titration: In this type of titration, burette solution
and flask solution quantitatively reacts to form sparingly soluble
precipitate. Various methods are used to detect equivalence point
like Mohr’s method, Volhard’s method, etc. Some adsorption
indicators like fluroscein, eosin, can be used to detect
equivalence point. For example, titration of potassium chloride
against silver nitrate.

3. Complexometric titration: In this titration, complexation
reaction is involved. Metal forms complex with indicator having
a particular colour at characteristic pH. It is titrated with a
complexing agent like EDTA. Metal-EDTA complex is more
stable than metal-indicator complex. Hence, at the equivalence
point, colour of the free indicator is seen. Metallochromic
indicators like Murexide, Erichrome black T are used.

4. Redox titration: In this titration, redox reaction (Oxidation-
reduction reaction) is involved. End point is detected by use of
internal indicator like diphenylamine.

Instrumental Methods
Instrumental methods need specially designed laboratories and

sophisticated instruments. They are very accurate and sensitive. They
provide exact estimation of the components in qualitative or quantitative
way. They are expensive, less time consuming and speed of analysis is
high. Applicability of this method is practically in every field due to
efficiency and reliability of the method.

Instrumental methods measure physical properties such as
conductivity, electrode potential, light absorption or emission, mass to
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charge ratio, fluorescence, radioactivity which can be used for qualitative
and quantitative analysis of variety of inorganic, organic and biochemical
analytes. Instrumental methods can be classified as optical methods,
electroanalytical methods, miscellaneous methods and separation
techniques.
Advantages of Instrumental Methods

1. Fast, non-tedious
2. Accurate and sensitive with greater precision
3. Small quantity of samples required
4. Ability to detect and estimate even trace quantity

Optical Methods
These methods of analysis are based on interaction of desired

constituent with electromagnetic radiations. This may involve absorption
(spectrophotometry), rotation (polarimetry), scattering of electromagnetic
radiation (Nephelometry, turbidimetry and Raman scattering).

Electromagnetic radiation that is absorbed may be in the different
regions of the spectrum giving rise to UV, Visible and IR spectroscopy.
Electroanalytical Methods

The second major category of instrumental analysis is
electroanalytical method. The electroanalytical methods use electrically
conductive probes, called electrodes, to make electrical contact with the
analyte solution. The electrodes are used in conjunction with electric or
electronic devices to which they are attached to measure an electrical
parameter of the solution. The measured parameter is related to the
identity of the analyte or to the quantity of the analyte in the solution.

Most of the electroanalytical methods rely on the flow of electrons
between one or more of the electrodes and the analyte. The analyte must
be capable of either accepting one or more electrons (known as reduction)
from the electrode or donating one or more electrons (oxidation) to the
electrode.

As an example, ferric iron (Fe3+) can be assayed because it can
undergo a reduction to ferrous iron (Fe2+) by accepting an electron from
the electrode as shown in the following reaction:

Fe3+ + e– (from the electrode)  Fe2+

The electroanalytical methods are divided into categories according
to the electric parameters that are measured. The major electroanalytical
methods include potentiometry, amperometry, conductometry,
electrogravimetry, voltammetry (and polarography), and coulometry. The
names of the methods reflect the measured electric property or its units.
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Potentiometry measures electric potential (or voltage) while maintaining a
constant (normally nearly zero) electric current between the electrodes.
Potentiometry

This is the method in which the potential between two electrodes is
measured while the electric current (usually nearly zero) between the
electrodes is controlled. In the most common forms of potentiometry, two
different types of electrodes are used. The potential of the indicator
electrode varies, depending on the concentration of the analyte, while the
potential of the reference electrode is constant. Potentiometry is probably
the most frequently used electroanalytical method. It can be divided into
two categories on the basis of the nature of the indicator electrode. If the
electrode is a metal or other conductive material that is chemically and
physically inert when placed in the analyte, it reflects the potential of the
bulk solution into which it is dipped. Electrode materials that are
commonly used for this type of potentiometry include platinum, gold,
silver, graphite, and glassy carbon
Voltammetry

In this method, sample is made part of an electrolytic cell and the
current registered in the circuit is measured for definite value of applied
potential under the given set of condition. The recorded current can be
recorded as concentration of analyte. Polarogrpahy and amperometry are
most commonly techniques of this class. In polarography, a specialized
electrode called dropping mercury electrode is coupled with calomel
reference electrode.
Conductometry

Conductometry measures conductance (the ability of a solution to
carry an electric current) while a constant alternating-current (AC)
potential is maintained between the electrodes.

This is the method in which the capability of the analyte to conduct
an electrical current is monitored. As the conductance of a solution
increases, its ability to conduct an electric current increases.
Coulometry

Coulometry is a method that monitors the quantity of electricity
(coulombs) that are consumed during an electrochemical reaction
involving the analyte.
Electrogravimetry

It is a technique which involves combination of classical gravimetry
and electroanalytical methods, in which the solid that is weighed is
deposited on one of the electrodes. This method employs two or three
electrodes, just as in voltammetry. Either a constant current or a constant
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potential is applied to the preweighed working electrode. The working
electrode corresponds to the indicator electrode in voltammetry and most
other electroanalytical methods. A solid product of the electrochemical
reaction of the analyte coats the electrode during application of the
electric current or potential. After the assayed substance has been
completely removed from the solution by the electrochemical reaction, the
working electrode is removed, rinsed, dried, and weighed. The increased
mass of the electrode due to the presence of the reaction product is used to
calculate the initial concentration of the analyte.
Separation Techniques

Separation techniques are necessary for separating the component of
interest from the matrix.
Solvent Extraction

Solvent extraction is a method for separating a substance from one or
more others by using a suitable solvent. It relies on variations in the
solubilities of different compounds in different substances. In most cases,
the substance to be extracted, which may be a solid, a liquid or a gas, is
dissolved in a liquid, along with other substances, and a liquid solvent is
used for the extraction — this is sometimes called liquid-liquid extraction.
The technique may also be applied to solid materials that contain
compounds that need to be extracted. This method is widely used in
industry, and in the laboratory for refining, isolating and purifying a
variety of useful compounds.

Solvent extraction is based on the principle of Nerst’s distribution
law. Nerst’s distribution law states that, at constant temperature, a solute
distributes itself between two immiscible solvents and the ratio of
concentration of the solute between two solvents is constant.
Chromatography

Chromatography is a versatile method of separating many different
kinds of chemical mixtures. In the early 1900s, a Russian botanist named
Mikhail Tswett invented this technique.

Since then, chromatography has become a cornerstone of separation
science, that branch of chemistry devoted to separating compounds from
mixtures. There are two main categories of chromatography: preparative
and analytical.

Analytical work (which may be used in an environmental lab to look
for pollutants) uses small sample sizes; the objective is to separate
compounds in order to identify them.

Preparative work (which may be used in the pharmaceutical industry)
uses large quantities of samples and collects the output in bulk; the point
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of the chromatography here is to remove impurities from a commercial
product.

Chromatographic methods are broadly classified based on types of
stationary and mobile phases used for separation.

Type of
Chromatography Stationary phase

Stationary
phase

support
(If any)

Mobile phase

Thin layer
chromatography Silica Glass,

aluminium

Organic solvents
(one or mixture of two or
more)

Paper
chromatography Cellulose material -

Organic solvents
(one or mixture of two or
more)

Affinity
chromatography

Usually analyte
specific substrate -

Organic solvents
(one or mixture of two or
more)

Ion-exchange
Resin (With
specific functional
groups)

- Water

Gas – Liquid
chromatography

Liquid polymer
coating

Solid resin
support

Inert gases
(Nitrogen, Helium)

Gas – Solid
chromatography

Solid adsorbent
material - Inert gases

(Nitrogen, Helium)
High performance
liquid
chromatography
(Normal Phase)

Polar stationary
phase - Non-polar solvents

High performance
liquid
chromatography
(Reverse Phase)

Non-polar
stationary phase - Polar mobile phase

Size exclusion
chromatography

Size based
polymer -

Organic solvents
(one or mixture of two or
more)

1.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF SAMPLING IN
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

Introduction
In an industry it is essential to establish the quality of product before

it is put-up in the market. Hence there is a need of analysing the product
as well as the in process material. A sample is a finite part of a statistical
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population whose properties are studied to gain information about the
bulk sample. In statistics, quality assurance, sampling is concerned with
the selection of a subset of individuals from within a statistical population
to estimate characteristics of the whole population. The original material
from which the sample is drawn is the bulk or the universe. In carrying
out an effective quality control it is essential to obtain a representative
sample. A sample essentially possesses all the properties’ of the bulk
material or the universe. It is the mini replica of universe. Sampling is a
process used in statistical analysis in which a predetermined number of
observations are taken from a larger population. The methodology used to
sample from a larger population depends on the type of analysis being
performed. Treatment of any analytical problem is dependent on selection
of sample.

The term sampling refers to obtaining the sample, preparing it in a
form that is suitable for analysis and preservation of the sample.
Importance of Sampling

The results obtained for the sample are used for the bulk material.
The sample should thus represent the bulk in totality. The bulk is
statistically referred to as the universe. The representation between the
sample and bulk should be 100%. All the properties of bulk should
manifest in the sample. Obtaining a representative sample is not a
problem if the bulk is homogeneous in nature. For heterogeneous
materials it is essential to procure a sample in systematic and scientific
manner. If the process of sampling is not systematic, then the 100%
representation of the bulk may not be valid. Thus the reliability and
reproducibility of the analytical method would be useless if the sample is
not a representative of the bulk material. The results of any analysis can
be extended from the sample to the bulk if and only if the sample is a
miniature replica of the bulk.
Purpose of Sampling

1. The purpose of sampling is to draw conclusions about
populations from samples, we must use inferential statistics
which enables us to determine a population characteristics by
directly observing only a portion (or sample) of the population.
We obtain a sample rather than a complete enumeration
(a census) of the population for many reasons. It is cheaper to
observe a part rather than the whole.

2. A sample will provide information faster, it would be tedious and
time consuming if the bulk were to be analysed.

3. Judging acceptability: A sample is generally drawn to know
whether the material from which the sample is drawn meets the
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requirements such as purchase and sales specifications. Many a
times more than one sample is required, it being essential that
analysis be performed on all the samples drawn. If two or more
samples are combined for analysis, it is done in proper
proportions and in a such that it is consistent with the expected
properties of the material.

4. Detecting Contamination: The purpose of sampling is to assure
that the material is free from contamination. In this case it is
advisable to select sample so that it gives maximum assurance of
detecting contamination in the bulk. Thus here it is not essential
that the sample represents the bulk entirely.
For example: If the presence of foreign matter is suspected, a
sample is procured from the bottom of the container. If the
purpose is to detect oxidation of the material, then sample from
top of the container is selected. In both these examples we give
preference to probability of detecting contamination over
obtaining a representative sample. In such cases, a representative
sample is obtained before sampling for detection of
contamination.

5. Identifying Materials: One of the aims of sampling is to identify
the material. In this case a carefully drawn sample can help in
establishing the identity of the bulk material.

Difficulties Encountered in Sampling
The process of sampling can be time consuming and expensive. The

common difficulties encountered in sampling are:
1. Lack of prior information: A suitable sampling technique or

method can be planned if prior information about the nature,
homogeneity and other characteristics of the bulk are available.
Many a times this information is not available, making the
process of sampling difficult. In such cases examination of the
previous available data may provide sufficient information to
help sampling.

2. Physical nature: In many cases, physical nature, condition and
location of the bulk during sampling may not permit the selection
of random units during sampling. Sometimes it may not be
economically possible to select the sample. In this case sampling
is done when the material is in motion. For example, sampling of
coal.
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3. Excessive cost: Sampling process involves time, labour and
money. The sampling cost rises with the number of units to be
sampled.

1.2.1 Terms Involved in Sampling
1. Universe: It is also called as population. It is defined as the bulk

material from which the sample is drawn. The sample is
considered to be a representative of the universe. It is supposed to
possess all the characteristics of the bulk.

2. Sample: A sample is a small portion of the universe drawn for
the purpose of analysis and represents the bulk or the universe.

3. Sampling technique: The series of steps to ensure that the
sample obtained is a true representative of the bulk is known as
sampling technique. The two common sampling techniques are :
random sampling and systematic sampling.

4. Sampling unit: The minimum sized package from the universe,
which the sample may represent is a sampling unit.
Example: If a consignment has X number of containers, then each
container is a sampling unit. In this case there will be X sampling
units.

5. Increment: A small portion that has been taken directly from the
bulk material without alteration. The size of the increment is
related to the size of the sampling unit. Statistical principles are
generally used to determine the size of the increments. In case of
large number of increments, the increments are mixed in proper
proportion to get the gross sample.

6. Gross sample: The increments drawn from different sampling
units of the same universe, on mixing together form a gross
sample. All the increments collected will pass on all
characteristics to the gross sample. A gross sample is thus a
miniature of the universe.

7. Sub sample: A smaller sized sample produced by the subdivision
of the sample, possessing all the characteristics of the sample is
known as the sub sample.

8. Analysis sample: An accurately weighed quantity of the sub
sample taken for actual analysis is known as analysis sample.
The size of analysis sample depends on the method selected for
analysis. The analysis sample is prepared from the sub sample
with statistical considerations, so that the analysis sample
possesses all the properties of the sub sample.
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9. Theory of sampling: Statistical laws govern the theory of
sampling. These laws are based on probability. One of these laws
is the law of statistical regularity. It states that A moderately
large number of samples, chosen at random from the universe
and mixed uniformly to give average sample, can be termed
representative sample and expected to represent the composition
of universe with a high probability.

1.2.2 Types of Sampling
Sampling procedures are of two types: Random sampling and non-

random or systematic sampling
Random Sampling: In this technique, each member of the

population has an equal chance of being selected as subject. The entire
process of sampling is done in a single step with each subject selected
independently of the other members of the population. This technique
requires a minimum knowledge of the universe. Random sampling is easy
if the universe is homogeneous. In case of a heterogeneous system,
random sampling is tedious and time consuming. The bulk material is
divided into groups depending on the similarity in characteristics. The
samples are then drawn at random from each group. One of the best things
about simple random sampling is the ease of assembling the sample. It is
also considered as a fair way of selecting a sample from a given
population since every member is given equal opportunities of being
selected.

Another key feature of simple random sampling is its
representativeness of the population. Theoretically, the only thing that can
compromise its representativeness is luck. If the sample is not
representative of the population, the random variation is called sampling
error.

An unbiased random selection and a representative sample is
important in drawing conclusions from the results of a study. Due to the
representativeness of a sample obtained by simple random sampling, it is
reasonable to make generalizations from the results of the sample back to
the population.

Systematic Sampling OR Non-random Sampling: In this type of
sampling, sample units are drawn in a definite sequence at equal intervals
from one another. The analyst decides and carries out sampling at definite
interval. For e.g. Every 15th bottle of a soft drink is analysed in a batch of
500 bottles. Though this type of sampling appears to be more scientific, in
reality it may not give a better sample than random sampling.
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1.2.3 Sampling Techniques
Term refers to all the steps that are carried out to obtain a sample

from the bulk material. It is absolutely necessary to develop accurate and
reliable sampling techniques. For the sampling technique to be reliable it
must fulfil the following criteria –

1. The sample mean should provide an unbiased estimate of the
population mean. This can be done only if all parts of the bulk
have an equal chance of being included in the sample.

2. The sample should provide an unbiased estimate of the
population variables so that the test of significance can be applied
to it.

3. The sampling procedure should provide an accurate estimate of
the central tendency and the dispersion of the bulk material.

The type of sampling technique selected largely depends on the
physical stated, particle size and chemical nature of the material.
Sampling of Solids

If the bulk material is heterogeneous in nature, then there may be a
difficulty in sampling in case of solids. The method used for sampling
will largely depend on the nature of the bulk. In case of samples having
lumps, the entire sample is crushed to powder form before the sampling
process. This can be done by using either the ball mill or a grinder.

If the size of bulk is considerable size reduction methods like coning
and quartering, pile and alternate shovel method or riffles are used.
Generally, solids are classified as compact and particulate solids.
Sampling equipments and the method of sampling is dependent on the
type of solid to be sampled.

Fig. 1.1: Cone and quartering

For sample

Discard
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cutting lip

spur

twist

shank

tang

feed

Fig. 1.2: Shovel Fig. 1.3:Auger

Fig. 1.4: Chisel

Fig. 1.5: Sampling thief for solids
Compact solids are not homogeneous in composition. They may be

in the form of wires, chunks, broken parts bales of fibres etc. Compact
solids are sampled using various equipments like auger, hand drill, post
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hole digger or a chisel. A split tube thief is a special device used for
sampling of solids. It is specifically designed to collect samples directly
from a container without opening the container.

Particulate solids are dry and free flowing. They are generally
packed in cans, drums, gunny bags etc. Sometimes they have to be
directly sampled from conveyer belts, piles, or from the means of
transport. To sample a particulate soild, a concentric tube theif or a hand
scoop is used.
Sampling of Liquids

Different procedures are followed for sampling of homogeneous and
heterogeneous liquids. The method of sampling will also be decided by
whether the liquid is at rest or is a flowing liquid.

Pure and homogeneous liquids are generally sampled by simple
methods like pouring, siphoning etc.

A sample thief is used for homogeneous liquids. The advantage of a
sample thief is that it allows sample collection from different parts
without disturbing the liquid. A heterogeneous liquid is allowed to
separate in layers and then a sample thief is used to draw sample from
different layers. Emulsions are allowed to separate in two phases. The two
phases are weighed separately and then sampled.

A multiple tube sampler is used to sample a flowing liquid. This
helps to obtain a composite sample without bias.

Empty
Pockets

Product
flows in to
Pockets

Sample
in

Pockets

Fig. 1.6: Split tube thief
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Sampling of Gases
The sampling method used for one gas may not be applicable to

another gas. The sampling plan has to be chalked out depending on the
type of gas and the purpose of sampling.

Sampling usually takes three forms, spot, continuous or
representative.

Spot samples are taken at one time at one point, normally via a pivot
tube inserted in the process or pipeline. The sample is collected in a
sample cylinder and taken to a laboratory for analysis.

This form of sampling will only give a sample that is representative
at one point in time only.

Continuous samples are taken from the line and fed into an analyser
that continuously analyses the gas.

With the advent of better, less costly on-line analysers this method
has become more widely applied. The distinct drawback of this method is
that reliance is put in the ongoing accuracy and continuous performance
of the instrument. There is no method of auditing gas quality should the
device not function correctly, unless a representative sample system is
used as well.

Alternatively, Representative samples of gas are collected using a
bypass sampler mounted adjacent to the pipe or mounted directly on the
pipe. Gross samples are then collected in a sample cylinder over a period,
for later analysis in a laboratory. This method does not give the
immediacy of an online analyser the later analysis can possibly be better
when a laboratory analyser is used.

A general design of a gas sampling apparatus consists of sample
probe, sample delivery line and a container.

After sampling it is essential to preserve the sample so that there is
no change in composition during storage. The sample should be able to
retain its physical and chemical properties during storage. It should not
react with the environment or the container during storage. Care should be
taken to reduce changes due to volatilisation during storage.
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Vacuum Trap

Limiting Orifice

Vacuum Pump

Sampling Vessel

Sampling Tube

Absorbing Solution

Fig. 1.7: Sampling probe

1.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
1.3.1 Errors in Analysis and Their Types
Concept of Errors

Reliability, reproducibility and accuracy are basis of analytical
chemistry. Therefore, the task of analytical chemist will be to device
methods which give results that are reliable, reproducible and accurate.
Inspite of systematic procedures, every measurement is subject to some
degree of uncertainty or error. Error is responsible for deviation of
observation from true value. Unfortunately, magnitude of uncertainty and
error is a difficult quantity to be determined. The magnitude of error in the
measurement which is equal to measured value minus the true value is not
really determinable since true value of true value may not be known at all.
True value of any property is an elusive philosophical property. All that
one can aspire is to decrease the margin of uncertainty so that the
results can become sufficiently accurate to an acceptable level.
Errors in Analysis

The errors which creep into analytical measurement are classified
into determinate and indeterminate errors.

Determinate Error are those errors which can be measured and
accounted for atleast in principle and to which definite measurable values
can be described. The origin of the error can be located. They are also
called as systematic errors. Determinate errors arise due to various factors
and they can be classified into four sub-types:

1. Instrumental errors: they arise due to the faults in the tools
used by the analyst. The faults may be due to wrong or improper
calibration of glasswares or weights, use of impure chemicals,
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